UCJV300 Series

UCJV300-75
0.8m width
Printable up to 800mm width
Small-footprint and versatile model covering wide range of stickers, labels and point of sales materials making.

UCJV300-107
1.1m width
Printable up to 1090mm width
Quick printing and cutting to apply a 80 size poster of commercial print besides promotional items of various type of media.

UCJV300-130
1.3m width
Printable up to 1361mm width
Suitable for both signage and point of marketing materials.
Quick processing without ink drying time by UV-LED to reduce the working time significantly for orders in short delivery time.

UCJV300-160
1.6m width
Printable up to 1610mm width
Applicable to large format sign, long-sized sticker, vehicle wrapping films, too
Reliable functions for Print & Cut to wide sized print production.

UCJV150-160
Entry model for LED-UV Print & Cut
Superior cost-effectiveness 1.6 meter width model to fulfill customer various demands.

Print & Cut LED-UV Curable Inkjet Printer
Speedy and easy printing and cutting by just one unit.
Upcoming line of UCJV300 series!

Specifications:

Print head

Print resolution

Droplet size

Head configuration

UCJV300-75
600x1200 32P
2.7
5 layer
UCJV300-107
600x1200 32P
2.7
5 layer
UCJV300-130
600x1200 32P
2.7
5 layer
UCJV300-160
600x1200 32P
2.7
5 layer
UCJV150-160
600x1200 32P
2.7
5 layer

Software:

RasterLink6 Plus

Print & Cut LED-UV Curable Inkjet Printer

UCJV300 Series

UCJV300-75/107/130/160

UCJV150-160

Leading the Future of Sign Graphics through UV Innovation

For SIGN GRAPHICS

Print & Cut LED-UV Curable Inkjet Printer
UV ink is printable to PVC and tarpaulin which are compatible with solvent, as well good matching with fabric, non-specified ink receiving paper and PET. More varied applications with UCJV300 Series due to mountable white ink.

Immediate processing and deliver are available by UV-LED.

The [LUS-200] ink has the stretch ability up to 200%. This capability suits stretch film applications such as vehicle wrapping. Printed films can be applied onto curved surface successively without ink cracking.

Newly developed environmentally friendly UV ink, [LUS-170] and [LUS-200] gained the [GREENGUARD Gold] certification, which is based on most strict global as vehicle wrapping. Printed films can be applied onto curved surface successively without ink cracking.

Flexible UV ink with the stretch ability up to 200%, [LUS-200]

The [LUS-200] ink has the stretch ability up to 200%. This remarkable suits the applications such as vehicle wrapping. Printed films can be applied onto curved surface successively without ink cracking.

UV LED print enhancing the world's efficiency

Broad range of applications

Print & Cut can help to cut easily even for multiple types of small lot of each.

UV Clear ink widening the scope of design and business possibility

UV Clear ink is available with [UCJV300 Series].

The [UCJV Series] are equipped with high performance on high efficiency of print at all the indoor, outdoor, studio, and use uncompromised by site and weather.

[LID Cut] can help to cut easily even for multiple types data of small lot of each.

Four layer print [Day&Night Printing]

A very new advertising expression with showing different image effect between daytime and nighttime which can be easily and fast projected.

The [UCJV Series] are equipped with high performance on high efficiency of print at all the indoor, outdoor, studio, and use uncompromised by site and weather.

[L1 Cut] can help to cut easily even for multiple types data of small lot of each.

UV Clear ink is available with [UCJV300 Series].

The [UCJV Series] are equipped with high performance on high efficiency of print at all the indoor, outdoor, studio, and use uncompromised by site and weather.

[L1 Cut] can help to cut easily even for multiple types data of small lot of each.

UV Clear ink is available with [UCJV300 Series].

The [UCJV Series] are equipped with high performance on high efficiency of print at all the indoor, outdoor, studio, and use uncompromised by site and weather.

[L1 Cut] can help to cut easily even for multiple types data of small lot of each.

UV Clear ink is available with [UCJV300 Series].

The [UCJV Series] are equipped with high performance on high efficiency of print at all the indoor, outdoor, studio, and use uncompromised by site and weather.